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Legacy report retirement – Summer 2024
Product Update
Mar 15, 2023

Overview

Last year of legacy reports 
NWEA is committed to delivering a continuous stream of enhancements and innovations that improve the reporting experience and make it easier to transform
insights into decisions that drive student learning growth. As a primary part of this commitment, NWEA is accelerating the vision to expand the interconnected and
interactive Profile report experience. The Student, Class, School, and District (in the future) Profile reports provide partners with the data they know and trust in a
format that speeds up how quickly they can take action and improve learning outcomes. As NWEA delivers more enhancements to the Profile reports, the older
legacy reports will become increasingly obsolete. To provide district and school partners with the most up-to-date reporting experience, NWEA will retire most of the
older legacy reports in the summer of 2024. 

Image 1. The future of MAP Growth reporting is interconnected and interactive Profile reports. 
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Table 1: Full list of reports with active or retired status, before and after summer 2024. 
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FAQ

Q: Why is NWEA retiring these legacy reports? 
A: NWEA is retiring older legacy reports to focus partners on the new and improved reporting experience available in the Profile reports. The data partners rely on
from the legacy reports will be added to each of the new Profile reports and be presented in a way that is easier to use. Retiring legacy reports will also make the
underlying NWEA technology more efficient, allowing acceleration in the development of the new Profile reports. 
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Q: When will the legacy reports be retired? 
A: Legacy reports will be retired in the summer of 2024. The 2023–2024 school year will be the final year these reports will be available. 
 
Q: Who will be affected by these changes? 
A: All educators who use MAP Growth reports will be affected. Educators will need to transition to the new Profile reports as their primary sources of MAP Growth
data after the summer of 2024. 
 
Q: Which reports should partners use instead of the legacy reports? 
A: Partners should use the following reports:  

Student Profile report 
Class Profile report 
School Profile report 
District Profile report (release date = TBD) 

 
Q: Will NWEA Professional Learning change due to the retirement of the legacy reports? 
A: Yes, NWEA Professional Learning courses that focus on MAP Growth reports will undergo a refresh in the summer of 2023 to help partners focus on using the
Profile reports. This change provides partners a full school year of training on the Profile reports before the legacy reports are removed from the system. The ultimate
goal of this change is to create a smooth transition between the legacy reports and the Profile reports.  
 
Q: Why is NWEA telling partners about the legacy report retirement so far in advance?  
A: Ensuring that partners are aware of the future of MAP Growth reports is important for training purposes. NWEA wants to make sure that partners are training their
staff on how to use the Profile reports between summer 2023 and summer 2024 so that the legacy report retirement in the summer of 2024 is as seamless as
possible.   
 
Q: I really love the ASG Quadrant report. Why are you retiring it? 
A: The ASG Quadrant reporting view is incredibly valued and loved. This specific data view will be built into one of the Profile reports before the legacy report
retirement in the summer of 2024.  
 
Q: The Projected Proficiency Summary report has helpful information. Will the new Profile reporting provide similar information? 
A: The Projected Proficiency Summary report does have helpful information. The data points that partners value and love will be built into one of Profile reports.  
 
Q: When will the District Profile report be released? 
A: NWEA is working to release the District Profile report by Summer 2024. 
 
Q: Can I still get a legacy report I love via custom reports? 
A: Once NWEA retires the legacy reports, they will also not be available via custom reports. 
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Q: Is there any way to opt out of these changes? 
A: No. There is no way to opt out of the legacy report retirement. The legacy reports are being retired from the MAP System itself in the summer of 2024 which
means all partners will be affected.
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